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Annotations in a document can provide readers useful information for understanding
its contents and readers become more active in the flow of text by highlighting text and
giving comments. However, traditional online collaborative annotation services suffer
from two drawbacks. First, many uploaded documents have few annotations so that the
activeness on those documents is low. Second, the same or similar documents may be
uploaded several times by different users. As a result, redundant and inconsistent anno-
tations arise. In this thesis, solutions are presented to those problems. For the first prob-
lem, in order to enrich the documents with few annotations, we propose linking relevant
Q&A site contents to text documents. Q&A sites have a lot of high quality question-
answer pairs. These contents can enrich the reading experiences of readers. For the sec-
ond problem, it is resulted from the isolation of documents. We present a domination
approach to link documents. When uploading a new document, annotations from similar
documents should be transferred to this new document. By this means, the phenomenon
of redundant and inconsistent annotations is alleviated. Extensive experiments demon-
strate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approaches.
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Annotations in a document can provide readers useful information for understanding its
contents and readers become more active in the flow of text by highlighting text and giv-
ing comments. According to [46], the classroom deployment of an online collaborative
annotation system which allows students to submit their assignments, ask questions and
get feedback significantly improves the discussion qualities of several classes. In [6], a
new annotation tool boosts users’ activeness and interaction.
Given those benefits, many recent social reading systems featuring online collabo-
rative annotation, such as BookGlutton1, Diigo2, and Washington Post Social Reader3
arise. They often focus on developing a user-friendly platform by combing the feature
of sharing annotations in ebooks with the power of social activities. Such systems allow
users to highlight texts and share annotations with social friends. Massive personal data
and social data, therefore, are generated as shown in Figure 1.1.
However, the current systems on online annotation management still suffer from
many problems.
1. Lack of annotations: those websites have found that many users rarely post anno-









Figure 1.1: Data attached in social reading systems
notations. Those documents lose the benefits of annotations and discourage users’
activeness.
2. Document isolation: the same or similar documents may be uploaded several
times because users may not be aware of the existence of similar documents.
Users start annotating on similar documents. As a result, redundant and incon-
sistent annotations arise. This problem prohibits the free flow of annotations.
In this thesis, we present our novel methods to solve those problems. For the first
problem, in order to enrich the documents with few annotations, there have been in-
creasing work on automatic document enrichment techniques for linking supplementary
contents to text document sections or keywords [2, 4, 11, 23, 30, 36, 38]. According to our
work [26], those works may have limited applications with some unpractical assump-
tions. Text documents without explicit sections like web pages cannot be enriched. Be-
sides, enriching keywords of documents loses the context information of the keywords.
To solve those problems, a new task is proposed to enrich text segments of the document
2
Figure 1.2: Annotating a text document with tweets
with data from social media. Figure 1.2 shows an example that uses tweets to suggest
annotations for the relevant segment of a text document. This idea could have many
practical applications. First, linking a text segment to social media contents can mimic
the annotating activity of a human being (highlight text then attach contents). Second,
it provides the opportunity to suggest annotations by utilizing massive data from social
media websites such as Twitter, Quora and Stack Exchange. Social media contents can
provide diverse data like image, video, link and comment. Considering these benefits, in
this thesis, we focus on the task to partition a text document into multiple text segments
and automatically enrich them with contents crawled from question answering (Q&A)
websites such as Quora and Stack Exchange.
For the second problem, it is resulted from document isolation. In order to solve this
problem, when uploading a new document, annotations should be transferred from other
similar documents to this one. This problem can be regarded as a string matching prob-
lem. Given long texts (documents), relevant short texts (annotations) are matched. In
order to efficiently transfer annotations, a domination approach is proposed. Figure 1.3
gives an example. Given two documents A and B, if they are the same book or one doc-
ument is a subsection of the other document, the domination algorithm can automati-
3
Figure 1.3: Annotation Transfer
cally recognize the relation and transfer annotations from one document to the other.
For example, the document on the left has several annotations. After uploading the same
document, the domination algorithm can find the relation and transfer the annotations to
the new document. The domination approach is an exact algorithm because the precision
and recall are both one. It is efficient to process large amount of documents.





The first problem is related to document enrichment. Existing work on document en-
richment can be roughly grouped into three categories, namely (1) enriching textbooks
with images and videos, (2) enriching documents with Wikipedia contents, and (3) short
documents enrichment.
The first group consists of works on enriching textbook sections with images and
videos [2–4, 30]. In [2] and [3], the papers focus on finding images from the web that
are relevant to textbook sections. They extract concept phrases from a given section and
use those phrases to retrieve images from online search engines. As an image may be
linked to different sections, they also propose an assignment algorithm to ensure no im-
age is linked to multiple sections. [4] and [30] propose similar techniques to link rel-
evant videos to textbook sections. However, those works are restricted to documents
with explicit section structures. They model the document structure based on the orig-
inal sections of a document which cannot guarantee the relevancy of contents from a
global point of view. Besides, the effectiveness of their approach on the documents other
than textbooks is not demonstrated.
The second group focuses on linking textual web contents like Wikipedia pages to
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keywords in documents. They seek to link Wikipedia entries to keywords in a text docu-
ment to help users understand the meanings of the keywords [11, 23, 36]. The drawback
is that enriching a single keyword has not taken the contexts of keywords into consid-
eration. As a result, those works are similar to entity linking [23] and are helpful for
understanding the concepts instead of the whole document.
The last group addresses the problem of linking web contents to short documents
[18,20,29,55]. Some of them use Wikipedia pages to enrich a short text [18,20]. Kang et
al. focus on enriching Wikipedia pages using tweets [29] and Tsagkias et al. attempt to
enrich online news with social media contents [55]. However, such effort cannot support
voluminous documents. For a long document, web contents can not be effectively linked
to a specific part of the document.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing work solves the same problem as ours. We
propose a hierarchy based approach and the hierarchy retains contexts of documents,
which helps to retrieve more meaningful contents. Our method supports all types of free
text documents, ranging from short to long. It can also deal with documents with no ex-
plicit section structures.
2.2 Hierarchical Text Segmentation
Our solution for the first problem is also related to hierarchical text segmentation. The
use of representing a document with hierarchical structure has been shown in existing
work [56]. The hierarchy of a document can be obtained by running single-level text
segmentation algorithms several times (e.g. [7, 15, 19, 24]) or by hierarchically segment-
ing the document directly [48, 49, 56].
For single level text segmentation algorithms, HC99 [15] and HCWM [19] are two
representative works. In C99 [15], Choi et al. first divides the document using sentence
boundaries. To measure the similarities of sentences, cosine similarity is calculated on
word vectors. They further propose a clustering algorithm to segment the document.
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HC99 is by running C99 algorithm several times to get a hierarchy structure. CWM [19]
is improved on C99. Latent semantic indexing (LSA) is employed to capture semantics
of sentences. The cosine similarity is calculated on LSA vectors instead of plain word
vectors. However, such algorithms may be problematic as the global optimum is hard to
get by running the algorithm several times separately.
To get the hierarchy by running the algorithm once, Yaari employs agglomerative
clustering to produce the hierarchy [56]. The adapted clustering method, called HAC, is
a greedy algorithm and often converges to a local optimum, without guarantee of obtain-
ing the global optimal clustering. Slaney et al. use scale-space segmentation to compute
the semantic path of the document using Latent Semantic Indexing [48]. However, it
is difficult to construct the hierarchy with the output of the image segmentation algo-
rithm. In [49], Song et al. propose an iterative algorithm to split a document into two
at a place where the cohesion link is the weakest and then create the hierarchy using a
binary tree. We denote this type of work as BiSeg. The above works do not consider
word similarities. For example, ‘car’ and ‘automobile’ would be considered as totally
different words. This thesis remedies this problem by using word embedding [53]. We
also propose a new hierarchical text segmentation algorithm by running the algorithm
once. A new clustering objective function is formulated and the segmentation problem is
solved optimally by dynamic programming.
2.3 Word Embedding
The semantics of words are usually captured by knowledge graph [50] or by distributed
representation. Distributed representation is proposed by [45]. With the popularity of
neural network, it becomes a successful paradigm especially in statistical language mod-
eling [39], [53]. In order to get the vector representations of words, many word em-
bedding techniques are proposed. Two representative methods are Word2Vec [53] and
Glove [40]. In [53], Mikolov et al. propose a skip-gram model to employ the contexts
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of words and it captures a large number of precise syntactic and semantic word relation-
ships. They further use negative sampling, hierarchical softmax and subsampling fre-
quent words to speed up and improve the performance of word representations. For [40],
Socher et al. improve on Word2Vec and propose a bilinear regression model. They ar-
gue that this model combines the advantages of global matrix factorization (LSA) and
local context window methods (Word2Vec). They only leverage nonzero elements in the
word-word co-occurrence and can efficiently train on large datasets. Word embedding
has been used in a lot of NLP applications such as named entity recognition [52], word
sense disambiguation [14], machine translation [37]. Word embedding is helpful in a lot
tasks where the semantics of words, phrases should be captured. In this work, we use
word embedding to capture word relations and propose an extended cosine similarity
method to improve hierarchical text segmentation.
2.4 Information Retrieval
Both the first problem (lack of annotations) and second problem (document isolation)
can be regarded as information retrieval problems. For the first problem, the aim is to
retrieve relevant contents from social media to enrich documents. For the second prob-
lem, similar documents and annotations should be retrieved to construct relations of doc-
uments and transfer annotations from one document to another. Information retrieval
serves to satisfy people’s information needs. In order to search for relevant documents,
a document should be transformed into a model that can be understood by computer.
Boolean retrieval, Vector space model and probabilistic information retrieval are used
commonly in practice. Those methods rely on inverted index to support efficient index-
ing and retrieval. Boolean retrieval [31] adopts boolean operators such as AND, OR and
XOR to express queries. For example, given the query ‘information’ AND ‘retrieval’,
the search engine just needs to take out the inverted lists: ‘information’, ‘retrieval’ and
combine the two lists using AND operator. Vector space model [47] converts each docu-
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ment into a word vector and uses weighting scheme such as TF-IDF to weigh the words.
In this word vector space, the relevancy of documents can be measured by cosine simi-
larity. For probabilistic information retrieval [42], they use models like language model-
ing to model the relations of documents and queries. For example, given a query Q and
a document D, the model scores the document with the conditional probability p(Q|D).
2.5 String Matching
The second problem can be described as given a document, transfer relevant annotations
from other documents to this document. We will formulate it as a substring containment
matching problem. Approximate string matching and approximate substring matching
are two related problems. However, there are some differences between them and the
substring containment matching as shown in the Chapter 4.
Approximate string matching: approximate string matching finds strings with dis-
tance lower than a threshold. The matching based on edit distance is a well-studied
problem. Most recent works adopt a filter-and-refine framework. Many indexing meth-
ods are proposed to support efficient searching. They first filter out a list of candidates
using some pruning method and then carry out edit distance computation only on the list
of candidates to avoid unnecessary computation. A count filtering technique is proposed
in [21]. It is based on the fact that if the edit distance between s and σ is at most k, they
must share at least (max(|s|, |σ|) − q + 1 − k × q) q-grams. [33] proposes a method
to speed up the procedure by reducing the average size of inverted lists using variable
length q-grams. [13] and [57] tries to index a small portion of suffixes in the data by us-
ing the data structure suffix. Consequently, it results in a large size of index. [8] and [32]
use inverted q-gram index to index the strings.
Approximate substring matching: approximate substring matching is studied under
the context of approximate entity extraction [10] [57] [34]. Given a threshold and a dic-
tionary, those algorithms find every substring in the database such that the edit distance
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between the substring and one of the strings in entity dictionary is at most the threshold.
In [10], Wang et al. propose a new similarity function, called fuzzy-token matching-
based similarity which is an extension of token-based similarity functions (e.g., jaccard
similarity) by allowing fuzzy match between two strings. Zhang et al. propose a new
structure called Bed − tree to support efficient searching for similarity query based on
edit distance [57]. An efficient filtering algorithm which utilizes the shared computation
is devised in [34].
In summary, lack of annotations can be formulated as document enrichment and doc-
ument isolation problem is closely related to approximate string matching and approx-
imate substring matching. In next two chapters, those two problems will be discussed






Q&A sites such as Quora and StackExchange are gaining popularity in recent years.
According to Quora4, there are over 320, 000 topics on various categories, e.g. sports,
politics. Those websites are organized by its community users. Users can collaborate
on editing questions and answers. This community-driven knowledge creation process
boosts users’ interaction and attracts broad readers. A specific expertise or deep knowl-
edge to a certain subject become extremely important in those websites. Some high
quality question-answer pairs are written by knowledgeable users including renowned
experts in some fields. Moreover, voting, ranking and reputation scoring schemes are
commonly adopted by Q&A websites to promote useful information and eliminate noises.
When people read digital documents such as academic publications and magazines,
they often encounter problems on certain contents. This is due to the fact that the lan-
guage of some paragraphs may be ambiguous or readers lack the background knowl-
edge to understand the texts. In another condition, if the texts intrigue readers, they may
like to know more about it. In both scenarios, more relevant contents should be helpful
enough to solve the problems. Here is an example of text cited from a document talking
4https://www.quora.com/sitemap/topics
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about the application of SVM in stock market.
We used the support vector machines (SVM) in a classification approach to
‘beat the market’. Given the fundamental accounting and price information
of stocks trading on the Australian Stock Exchange, we attempt to use SVM
to identify stocks that are likely to outperform the market by having excep-
tional returns.
This paragraph assumes readers to have background knowledge about SVM. Since
some readers are not familiar with SVM, Q&A contents such as ‘What is a Support Vec-
tor Machine?’5 and ‘How to implement a SVM’6 can be expected to be useful. Those
contents can resolve doubts from readers. Contents like ‘Where is ANN classification
(regression) better than SVM?’7 and ‘How to predict stock market values’ 8 can also be
helpful in that they provide extra information which may interest readers. Besides, the
Q&A websites such as Quora include social network features into their systems. Hence,
enriching document with Q&A contents can boost interaction.
In this chapter, we propose a method, denoted as QALink, to automatically enrich
text documents with relevant Q&A site contents. The key motivation is that Q&A sites
can offer high-quality related contents as well as directions to useful background knowl-
edge. Note that although academic texts are used as examples, the proposed methods
can generally be used in other domains. Figure 3.1 shows an example of QALink on
Yosemite travel guide book.
Previous works such as [2] [3] [4] enrich textbooks with images and videos section
by section. Keywords are extracted from each section to form queries. After sending the
queries to public search engines like Google, an assignment algorithm is proposed to
link images and videos to corresponding sections. In summary, they model documents






Figure 3.1: An example of QALink
section is isolated and the linked contents may not be relevant to the documents from
a global point of view. Existing work [56] demonstrates that the documents can be rep-
resented by hierarchy structures. The contents of documents can be organized in a top-
down fashion. Thus, we leverage hierarchical text segmentation to capture the relations
among document sections and enrich documents based on the hierarchical structure. The
benefit of this representation is that we are able to utilize contexts of sections to retain
global relevancy.
Our contributions are threefold:
• We introduce a novel problem of enriching text documents with Q&A contents in
order to enhance people’s reading experiences. The linked Q&A contents should
be relevant and helpful for readers to understand the documents. To the best of our
knowledge, no previous work has addressed this problem.
• We propose a novel hierarchical text segmentation based approach. Q&A contents
are further reranked and linked to corresponding text segments. The overall sys-






































Figure 3.2: Overall System Architecture
• We use datasets collected from Quora and StackExchange to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed approach. Both qualitative and quantitative evaluations
demonstrate that our methods can better help readers understand the documents
and provide more useful information compared to previous works.
3.2 Problem Definition
Given L Q&A contents {C1, ..., CL}. Each content Ci consists of three parts, which are
question Qi, topics Ti = {ti,1, ..., ti,|Ti|} and answers Ai = {ai,1, ..., ai,|Ai|}. Both ques-
tion title and its description are combined as question Qi since they convey a clear inten-
tion of the questioner. Ti contains crowdsourced topics such as ‘Politics’ and ‘Program-
ming’. For simplicity, we concatenate all {ti,1, ..., ti,|Ti|} into one text sentence and also
denote it as Ti.
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In order to handle documents without explicit section information, given a docu-
ment D, the document should be segmented into a set of coherent text segments, D =
{s1....sk} where k is the size of text segments. Next, the goal is to retrieve top-K most
relevant contents for each text segment.
The problem is challenging in the following aspects. First, the method should be able
to handle various formats of documents with either explicit or implicit structures, such
as slides, web pages and short text. Second, the language gaps between documents and
Q&A contents should be tackled. Third, the retrieved contents should be not only rele-
vant to the text segment but also relevant to the document from a global point of view. In
the following section, we propose our own approach to solve the problem.
3.3 Methodology
In order to capture relations of text segments and maintain global relevancy, we organize
the text segments hierarchically. By this approach, we can build a hierarchy H instead
of taking a flat view towards the document. Thus, given a document D, we first describe
how to hierarchically segment the document into coherent text segments D = {s1....sk}.
3.3.1 Hierarchical Text Segmentation
Given a document D, the document is divided into N (N > k) partitions, D = {p1....pN}.
Here, we use sentences or paragraphs as the boundary. If no such boundaries are pro-
vided, the text is simply equally divided. Next, vector space model [17] is adopted to
represent each partition. We perform standard procedures for text preprocessing, in-
cluding stop-word removal, word stemming, TF-IDF [5] based term weighting and con-
verting it into a vector. Former works [7, 15, 24] use cosine similarity to measure the
similarity of two vectors. As a result, words with similar meanings but different forms
lose their connections. For example, ‘car’ and ‘automobile’ would be considered as
totally different words. In order to remedy this problem, a modified cosine similarity
15





tfidf(wm, pi) · SIM(wm, wn) · tfidf(wn, pj)
(3.1)
where tfidf(wm, pi) is the TF-IDF score of word wm in partition vector pi; SIM(wm, wn)
is the cosine similarity of Word2Vec representations of words wm and wn. For similar
words, the SIM(wm, wn) would be higher. After incorporating the Word2Vec similarity,
we are able to capture the relations between semantically similar words.
Next, in order to obtain the coherent text segments, similar partitions should be grouped
together. Note that this problem can be regarded as a clustering problem. Given N par-
titions, D = {p1....pN}, k clusters D = {s1....sk} are constructed. Each si is a set of
continuous partitions in the original document and no two si and sj are overlapped. In
the left part of this chapter, we use si to refer to a text segment and a cluster interchange-
ably. Hence, our problem is equivalent to find k − 1 boundaries for N partitions. For
example, given 4 partitions {p1, p2, p3, p4}, if we split between p1 and p2, p2 and p3, we
get three text segments, i.e. s1 = {p1}, s2 = {p2}, s3 = {p3, p4}.
Then, a new objective function is formulated to measure the quality of clustering.
The objective function is motivated by k-means [1]. It is the sum of the qualities of k
text segments.




To measure quality q(si), similar to k-means, the centroid vector Zi of si is defined
as the average of the partition vectors. For example, given s3 = {p3, p4}, Z3 = p3+p42 .
Given Zi, the quality is defined in Equation (3.3). We iteratively compute the similarity







Having fixed the choice of objective function, the problem of finding the bound-
aries for k text segments {s1, ..., sk} can be optimally solved by a dynamic program-
ming algorithm. The solution is motivated by computing space-bounded V-Optimal his-
tograms [27]. Different from [27], we manipulate vectors instead of scalar values here.
In order to find an optimal solution, the objective function can be divided into smaller
parts. Let f ∗(b, k) denote the maximum quality of grouping first b partitions into k text
segments. We have the following recursive relationship:
f ∗(b, k) = max
1<l≤b
{f ∗(l − 1, k − 1) + q(l, b)}, (3.4)
where q(l, b) is computed as the quality of text segments consisting of partitions from
l to b. Thus, in order to group the first b partitions into k text segments, a best boundary l
is found. The problem is reduced to find the best clustering to group first l − 1 partitions
into k − 1 clusters. Partitions from l to b form the last text segment, sk. Therefore, the
problem can be solved in a bottom-up fashion using dynamic programming.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for computing the optimal clustering. Line 4 com-
putes the optimal clustering into only 1 text segment. Line 8-10 compute the optimal
clustering into l(≥ 2) clusters using the previous results on the optimal clustering into
l − 1 clusters. The value of q(j, i) is computed as the quality of the cluster consisting of
partitions from j to i. Clearly, we need to compute the quality of each cluster very fre-
quently for each possible clustering so we compute it in advance and retrieve it directly.
Moreover, if a better partition is found in our algorithm, the quality value of the cluster-
ing is updated in Line 10. Finding an optimal clustering of k clusters on N parititions
takes O(N2k) time and O(Nk) space.
After dynamic programming, we can construct k text segments by backtracking us-
ing the values in array Boundary. Note that we can also use it to get optimal clustering
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Programming
Require: The N partition vectors and cluster number k
Ensure: An optimal clustering of partitions into k clusters
1: for l = 1 to k do
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: if l == 1 then
4: f(i, l)⇐ q(1, i);
5: else
6: f(i, l)⇐ 0;
7: for j = 2 to i do
8: newV alue⇐ f(j − 1, l − 1) + q(j, i);
9: if newV alue > f(i, l) then
10: f(i, l)⇐ newV alue;
11: Boundary(i, l) = j
for v (for 1 ≤ v ≤ k − 1) text segments. Thus, a hierarchy of the document can be
obtained by stacking the optimal clusterings. In practice, k can be set in various heuris-
tic ways such as document length, plotting the scores of objective functions. Figure 3.3
shows a hierarchy of clustering generated from a real text document about data mining.
In each level, a node is split into two. Thus, the cluster number increases one in every
level. Compared to existing work [7, 15, 19, 24] [48, 49, 56] described in Section 2.2, the
proposed method gains obvious benefits that it is a global optimal solution and runs once
to get the hierarchy.
P1…… P10
P1 …… P6 P7 …… P10
P1 …… P6 P7 …… P8 P9 …… P10
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Figure 3.3: An example of text segmentation
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3.3.2 Keyword Extraction and Query Generation
After getting the hierarchy H , we will summarize the document and retrieve relevant
contents for each text segment. Towards this aim, keywords are first extracted for each
node in the hierarchy H . Afterwards, queries are then generated for each text segment.
Note that each node in the hierarchy corresponds to a range of text in the document.
For example, node 2 in Figure 3.3 contains partitions from 1 to 6. TF-IDF based term
weighting is not favorable in this case because it does not consider word relations. Also,
the diversity of extracted keywords is low. Thus, we propose a graph based approach to
extract keywords.
Given a node in hierarchy H , we model each word in the contents of this node as a
vertex in V of graph G = {V,E}. To capture the tie strength of two words wi and wj ,
the tie value is calculated as:
TIE(wi, wj) =
λSIM(wi, wj) + (1− λ)log p(wi, wj;D)
p(wi;D) · p(wj;D)
(3.5)
where SIM(wi, wj) is the Word2Vec similarity of two words. p(wi, wj;D) is the
probability of words wi and wj appearing together in document D. It is estimated by
the number of sentences containing both words divided by total number of sentences
in D. Similarly, p(wi;D) and p(wj;D) are probabilities of words wi and wj appearing
in document D. λ is the weight, which is set to 0.4 in the experiments. Equation (3.5)
captures both word similarities and the closeness of two words in the document.
If TIE(wi, wj) is larger than a threshold (0.6 in the experiments), we add an undi-
rected edge between them in graph G. In order to extract keywords from the graph, de-
gree centrality is adopted to select most informative keywords. The keyword with the
largest degree is first selected. Then, this keyword and its associated edges are removed
from the graph in order to increase diversity of the selected keywords. We continue
this manner to get top-K keywords. An example of extracted keywords for all nodes
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is shown in Figure 3.3. By this method, the extracted keywords can represent different
aspects of the same document. After extracting keywords for each node in the hierarchy
H , the keywords form a hierarchical structure. It should be noted that because there is
only one node split in each layer, we do not need to re-extract keywords for those nodes
that are not split. Hence, the method is efficient enough to process multiple layers.
After extracting keywords, queries for each text segment si (leaf node in hierarchy)
will be generated. In former works [2] [3] [4], they hold a flat view towards documents.
Thus, only the keywords in leaf nodes are utilized. As a result, the retrieved contents
lose global information of the document. To handle this problem, we define the query
path of a leaf node as:
DEFINITION 1 The query path of a leaf node in the hierarchy H is defined as the set of
nodes on the path from root node to the leaf node, including root node and leaf node.
For example, in Figure 3.3, the query path of leaf node 8 is the set {1, 2, 4, 8}. The
extracted keywords for node 8 are ‘shakespeare’ and ‘play wright’. Those keywords
are relevant locally. However, from a global view, it has nothing to do with ‘data min-
ing’. To deal with this problem, we take a union of keywords that belong to nodes in the
query path. For node 8, we will collect keywords of nodes 1, 2, 4, 8 to form a query. Due
to the hierarchical structure, our method is able to capture contexts and expand the query
with background knowledge. The combined keywords can increase diversity while re-
maining global relevancy. We will compare it with other methods in the experiments.
3.3.3 Candidate Contents Retrieval
After the query generation, each text segment si is associated with a query Ri = {r1, ..., r|Ri|}
where rj is a keyword of the query. In next step, candidate contents are retrieved. Okapi
BM25 [42] method is one of the state-of-the-art methods for ad-hoc retrieval. For a





boost(rj, Ri) · idf(rj) · c(rj, d) · (α + 1)
c(rj, d) + α(1− β + β len(d)avgl(d))
(3.6)
where a boost is set for each rj in Ri, idf(rj) is the inverse document frequency,
c(rj, d) is the frequency of rj in document d, len(d) is the length of d, avgl(d) is the
average length of d in the corpus and α, β are two parameters. BM25 can be computed
efficiently on inverted index. For efficiency, BM25 is employed to retrieve top-K Q&A
contents from {C1, ..., CL}. For each Cj , the overall score with respect to query Ri is:
CombinedBM25(Ri, Cj) =
γ1BM25(Ri, Qj) + γ2BM25(Ri, Tj)+






BM25 scores on the question Qj , topic Tj and answers Aj of Q&A content Cj are
combined. The weights are γ1 and γ2. We use γ1 = 0.4 and γ2 = 0.2 in the experiments.
Top-K results are preserved for each query Ri. In order to make the results more rele-
vant, candidate contents are reranked. The ranking method is introduced in next section.
3.3.4 Ranking
Given a text segment si and its associated query Ri, a list of candidate contents Ei =
{C1, C2...C|Ei|} are retrieved. In order to make the results more relevant, we will re-rank
the retrieved contents. The equation is as follows:
score(Ri, Cj) =
















To estimate p(rn|Qj) (similar definition can be applied to p(rn|Tj)), we can regard
the probability as a translational procedure [9]. For each word wm in Qj , it is translated





p(rn|wm)pml(wm|Qj) + (1− µ)pml(rn|Qj)
(3.10)
p(rn|wm) is the translational probability and is simply calculated using Equation
(3.5). One of the approach to estimate pml(rn|Qj) is by using maximum likelihood (ML)
estimator, i.e. pml(rn|Qj) = c(rn,Qj)len(Qj) where c(rn, Qj) is the count of rn in Qj , len(Qj) is
the length of Qj . Similar definition can be applied to pml(wm|Qj). To avoid zero count
and overfitting problems, we estimate pml(rn|Qj) as follows [28]:
pml(rn|Qj) = θc(rn, Qj)
len(Qj)
+ (1− θ)c(rn, Y )
len(Y )
(3.11)
Y is a reference corpus. The count of rn in Y and the length of Y are used to smooth
the ML estimation.
In Equation (3.8), cos(vec(si), vec(am)) takes the cosine similarity of two paragraph
embedding vectors vec(si) and vec(am). Paragraphs are projected to a semantic space
in which we calculate their cosine similarities. The goal is to let semantically similar
paragraphs have higher cosine similarities and dissimilar paragraphs have lower co-
sine similarities. Note that si is a text segment and am is an answer. If we view si as a
“question” like the questions of Q&A contents, we should give answer am higher score







what is future data mining
Figure 3.4: Architecture of neural network







i,o >. Qi is the question of a content Ci and a
+
j ∈ Ai. We only use
answers a+j with high upvotes (larger than 10 in the experiments) as the positive exam-
ples. {a−i,1, ...a−i,o} are some negative examples. There are o of them (o = 8 in the ex-
periments). None of them is in Ai. We choose negative examples randomly. The cosine
similarities of Qi and a+j should be higher than any of Qi and {a−i,1, ...a−i,o}. Thus, the








max(0, U − cos(vec(Qi), vec(a+j )) +margin)
(3.12)
where:
U = max(cos(vec(Qi), vec(a
−
i,1)), ..., cos(vec(Qi), vec(a
−
i,o))) (3.13)
The loss function is a hinge loss and the margin is 0.35 in the experiments. We take
the largest cosine similarity between Qi and answers in {a−i,1, ...a−i,o} and compare it with
the cosine similarity cos(vec(Qi), vec(a+j )). In order to learn the representation of vec-
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tors like vec(Qi), a neural network architecture is adopted as shown in Figure 3.4. It
consists of three tiers to get the vector representation.
The first layer is a word embedding layer. Given a text, e.g. Qi, each word is pro-
jected into a word embedding vector. Next layer is LSTM layer. Word embedding vec-
tors are fed into LSTM units. Recurrent neural network with long short term memory
(LSTM) units [25] that achieve state-of-the-art performance are widely used in NLP
tasks, such as machine translation [51], reasoning entailment [44]. It has three types of
gates to control information flow, i.e. input gate, forget gate and ouput gate. Given an
input vector xt at a time step t, the previous output Ot−1 and unit state ut−1, an LSTM
with hidden vector size g computes the next output Ot and unit state ut as:
B = (xt, Ot−1) (1) ot = σ(WoB) (4)
it = σ(WiB) (2) ut = ft ∗ ut−1 + it ∗ tanh(WcB) (5)
ft = σ(WfB) (3) Ot = ot ∗ tanh(ut) (6)
(3.14)
We omit biases in the formulas. Wi, Wf , Wo, Wc are parameter matrices in space
R2g×g and their values are obtained during the training process. σ denotes element-
wise sigmoid function and ∗ is element-wise multiplication. LSTM is good at capturing
context semantics. After a series of transformation, the output of the last unit of LSTM
layer is a vector in Rg. Then, this vector is fed into a fully connected layer. Given an in-
put vector x and parameter matrix W , the fully connected layer simply computes output
O as:
O = acti(Wx) (3.15)
To speed up the learning process and avoid gradient vanishing, we adopt leaky ReLU
[35] as the activation function acti(). The output of fully connected layers is a vector
representation of input texts. In the example of Figure 3.4, the output is vec(Qi).
During the training process, we use stochastic gradient descent and back propagation
to update parameters. The start learning rate is set to 0.1. After several epoches, if the
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loss function does not vary a lot, the training will stop.
3.4 Experiment
3.4.1 Datasets
Our experiment datasets can be divided into two parts. The first part contains three doc-
ument datasets. The second part includes two Q&A datasets which is utilized to enrich
the documents.
Document Datasets: The document lengths of three datasets vary from short to long.
• The Reuters-RCV1 dataset collects the Reuters News stories during a year from
August 20, 1996 to August 19, 1997. It contains about 810, 000 Reuters News
stories. The average length of the stories is 200 tokens. The dataset is available at
Reuters Corpus@ NIST9.
• The Wikipedia articles dataset is obtained from Wikipedia dump system10. We
preprocess all the html pages and get 5 million articles with pure texts.
• The paper dataset is acquired by downloading published papers from ACM Digital
Library11 and arXiv12. It contains 2, 198 articles of various domains ranging from
subjects such as computer science, physics and social science.
As the articles in Reuters-RCV1 dataset are short, there is no explicit structure in it.
The section structures of articles in Wikipedia and paper dataset can be extracted using
HTML tags and section information. The details about the three datasets are illustrated
in table 3.1:






Table 3.1: Details of document datasets
Dataset Size Avg words Structured
Reuters-RCV1 810K 453 No
Wikipedia 5, 000K 12.4K Yes
Paper 2, 198 24.9K Yes
• Quora dataset: more than 2, 040, 000 web pages are collected through our web-
based crawler. A standard is set to crawl only the Q&A pairs with more than two
answers each of which is longer than 50 words. Based on our enrichment ap-
proach, questions, topics as well as answers are crawled. The Q&A pairs are stored
in our database. It includes 147, 000+ unique topics, 2, 040, 000+ distinct ques-
tions and 9, 271, 000+ distinct answers. Further details of crawling process will be
discussed in the next section.
• The StackExchange dataset is periodically released to the public13. We utilised the
most updated dataset released on March 2016 which includes all the questions and
answers of StackExchange communities.
3.4.2 Data Collection
We collect our Quora dataset by using a crawler with proper etiquette. Crawling speed
of the crawler is restricted by us. Our generic crawler structure clearly defines the work-
load of each crawler unit. As shown in Figure 3.5, Web-Downloader is responsible to
download the web pages from Internet according to links in the Link-Archive. Page-
Handler will extract needed contents, discover further requested pages and put page
links into the Link-Archive. Link-Archive is maintained as a queue structure. After
the page contents are extracted, they will be persisted in the database by the Content-
Pipeline.
Quora does not define fixed topic structures for its questions. Moreover, Quora users
could add any topic to categorize their questions. These make us difficult to crawl infor-













Figure 3.5: Architecture of Crawler
way to crawl the contents. We first put links of 100 popular questions that are evenly
distributed in 20 most popular topics into the Link-Archive. And new question links can
be additionally obtained from the “Related Questions” section in each of question pages.
Since answers have been listed in terms of their popularity, we crawl the answers ac-
cording to their original sequence. Quora will only present limited number of answers
and remaining answers are embedded in Ajax calls. Thus, we employ the Selenium
downloader and simulate the scrolling and clicking actions of users in order to load and
crawl the whole contents that are conform to our crawling standard. BloomFilter is uti-
lized to filter out the duplicate contents in this circumstance.
3.4.3 Text Segmentation Quantitative Analysis
In our approach, we use the our proposed V-Optimal dynamic programming algorithm
denoted as DP to construct the hierarchy of the document. The algorithm is compared
with four state-of-the-art hierarchical text segmentation algorithms: HC99 [15], HCWM
[19], HAC [56], and BiSeg [49]. Our algorithm and those four algorithms are domain
independent segmentation algorithms which do not need ground truth datasets to build a
segmentation model.
Two commonly used evaluation metrics are adopted: EPk and EWD proposed in [12].
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Table 3.2: On EWD
DP HC99 HCWM HAC BiSeg
Wikipedia 0.36 0.48 0.45 0.57 0.56
Paper 0.36 0.46 0.42 0.52 0.52
Choi 0.13 0.20 0.18 0.32 0.34
Table 3.3: On EPk
DP HC99 HCWM HAC BiSeg
Wikipedia 0.38 0.46 0.44 0.52 0.50
Paper 0.31 0.37 0.34 0.43 0.45
Choi 0.10 0.15 0.14 0.29 0.28
The EPk is the mean of Beeferman errors calculated over the segmentation result in each
level of the hierarchy [7]; while the EWD is calculated using a moving window accord-














Ji = {bj : bj ∈ J ∧ j ≤ i}
The set J contains reference segment boundaries and H contains algorithm output
boundaries. Both J and H are in a ranked order. Ji is a subset of J with elements which
rank before element with subscript i. Here, ci is the predefined weight. In order to build
the reference segment boundary set J , we use the structured datasets: Wikipedia and Pa-
per to extract segment information. We utilize the HTML tag information such as “h1”
and “h2” in the Wikipedia dataset, and the heading title information like “abstract” and
“introduction” in the Paper dataset, to construct the set J . Choi’s dataset which is widely
used in text segment evaluation [19] [15] is also used. In the experiments, we plot out
the total errors by accumulating the above two error rates on all the levels in the hierar-
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chy. The comparison results on three datasets are demonstrated in Tables 3.2 & 3.3.
From the tables, we can observe that the DP algorithm achieves the best performance
comparing to the existing methods. In particular, the DP algorithm significantly out-
performs two classical hierarchical text segmentation methods: HAC and BiSeg. Those
methods use greedy strategy to split the texts and cannot guarantee the quality of the hi-
erarchy. For HC99 and HCWM adapted by iteratively running state-of-the-art linear al-
gorithms, such methods could be very time-consuming and cannot guarantee optimality.
Besides, after incorporating word semantic similarities, our method captures word rela-
tions better than the others. Especially when the texts are short and the corresponding
word vectors are very sparse. Only relying on word forms to calculate similarity would
be questionable. Two tailed t-test is employed. The t-test shows the statistical signifi-
cance of our method over other algorithms. In next section, we will qualitatively analyze
the retrieved results using some examples.
3.4.4 Qualitative Analysis on Results
In order to demonstrate that our system can help readers understand the document and
obtain new information, we show the top-K retrieved Q&A contents for some text seg-
ments. Here are some texts taken from the beginning of paper [22].
Abstract: We extend the capabilities of neural networks by coupling them
to external memory resources,which they can interact with by attentional
processes. The combined system is analogous to a Turing Machine or Von
Neumann architecture but is differentiable end-toend, allowing it to be effi-
ciently trained with gradient descent. Preliminary results demonstrate that
Neural Turing Machines can infer simple algorithms such as copying, sort-
ing, and associative recall from input and output examples.
Introduction: Computer programs make use of three fundamental mech-
anisms: elementary operations (e.g., arithmetic operations), logical flow
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Table 3.4: Top five retrieved Q&A contents for Abstract and Introduction
Abstract:
(1) What are the current highlights of deep learning advances? Neural Turing
Machines developed by Google DeepMind ([1410.5401] Neural Turing Machines) ...
(2) How does one integrate deep learning with reasoning?
A nice paper by Neural Turing Machine...
(3) What stage are we in regarding the creation of AI that can teach itself to
program? Google recently acquired the AI company DeepMind that created a system
they are calling a Neural Turing Machine It is like your average Neural network...
(4) Which version of backpropagation is used by Google, Baidu, Deep Mind train
deep neural networks? Is there another method for training? Recent papers by
Deepmind (Neural Turing
Machines, Deep Q-networks) seem to use RMSProp...
(5) Why did Turing “develop” the Turing Machine? What’s the purpose of the TM
(Turing Machine)? Turing formulated...
Introduction:
(1) How exactly does a computer program work? You have to know a little bit of
Computer architecture to ...
(2) If we can model the control unit of CPU using a Finite-State Machine, then
why do we need a Turing Machine? Aren’t Finite-State Machines powerful enough to
model the computer? The CPU also has the ability to swap data ...
(3) How do you explain the organisation of a microprocessor/microcomputer? The
basic components of a microcomputer are..
(4) Why are GPUs well-suited to deep learning? CPUs are designed for more general
computing workloads...
(5) What is exactly the attention mechanism introduced to RNN (recurrent neural
network)? The LSTM (long short term memory network)...
control (branching), and external memory, which can be written to and read
from in the course of computation (Von Neumann, 1945). Despite its wide-
ranging success in modelling complicated data, modern machine learning
has largely neglected the use of logical flow control and external memory.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) stand out from other machine learning
methods for their ability to learn and carry out complicated transformations
of data over extended periods of time.
After hierarchical text segmentation, our algorithm can roughly cluster it into two
segments, i.e. abstract and introduction. Table 3.4 shows the top 5 retrieved results for
both abstract and introduction sections where the orders are based on ranking scores.
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The (1), (2) and (3) results of abstract section are mainly about the development and
applications of AI, especially deep learning. Among their answers, they all mention
about ‘Neural Turing Machine’ which is exactly what the abstract is talking about. Note
that although ‘Neural Turing Machine’ only appears once in the abstract, the importance
of the term is captured by our query generation procedure. Besides, our methods are
able to compare the semantics of the text with answers. There might be useful answers
which can help readers understand the document. The (4) introduces new information
about the training procedure of deep neural networks. The answers in (4) use Neural
Turing Machine as an example to illustrate new algorithms. The (5) one describes how
Turing Machine works and its purposes which is also relevant to the abstract because it
starts with extending neural network and the system analogous to Turing Machine.
As for the top 5 Q&A contents for introduction section, the contents are different
from the above 5 Q&A contents of abstract section. The retrieved contents exhibit diver-
sified results due to the methods of extracting keywords from text segments and how we
generate keyword queries. The results of introduction section focus on compute program
and computer architecture. For example, results (1) and (3) are asking about computer
program and microprocessor which quite match the first few sentences of the introduc-
tion. The (2) one mentions Turing Machine which does not appear in the introduction.
This demonstrates our system can discover background knowledge through the hierar-
chical queries. The (4) introduces new information about GPU. The (5) result is related
to the last sentence of the introduction.
Our overall methods have the ability of retrieving relevant Q&A contents that can
make reading more fun and providing useful information.
3.4.5 Quantitative Analysis on Results
It is hard to quantitatively analyze the results of enriching documents with Q&A con-
tents. The reason is that there is no standard ground truth dataset for us to compute met-
rics such as precision and recall. As a result, we choose to adopt similar approach used
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Yosemite Valley is open year-round and numerous activities are available through the National Park Service, Yosemite
Conservancy, and Delaware North at Yosemite, including nature walks, photography and art classes, stargazing programs,
tours, bike rentals, rafting, mule and horseback rides, and rock climbing classes. Many people enjoy short walks and longer
hikes to waterfalls in Yosemite Valley, or walks among giant sequoias in the Mariposa, Tuolumne, or Merced Groves. Others
like to drive or take a tour bus to Glacier Point to see a spectacular view of Yosemite Valley and the high country, or drive
along the scenic Tioga Road to Tuolumne Meadows (May–October) and go for a walk or hike.
Please read the following text segment and rate the related question according to its relevance:
 Irrelevant Slightly Irrelevant Neutral Slightly Relevant Relevant
Relevant or Irrelevant
Helpful or Not Helpful
1. When's the best time to visit Yosemite? https://goo.gl/Gue3rO
 Irrelevant Slightly Irrelevant Neutral Slightly Relevant Relevant
Relevant or Irrelevant
Helpful or Not Helpful
2. What are the best day hikes in Yosemite National Park? https://goo.gl/3YhSOu
 Irrelevant Sightly Irrelevant Neutral Slightly Relevant Relevant
Relevant or Irrelevant
Helpful or Not Helpful
3. What time of year is it typically warm enough to go swimming around Tuolumne
Meadows? https://goo.gl/cU7fQh
 Irrelevant Slightly Irrelevant Neutral Slightly Relevant Relevant
Relevant or Irrelevant
Helpful or Not Helpful
4. When is the best time to climb Half Dome in Yosemite? https://goo.gl/Evnpm2
 Irrelevant Slightly Irrelevant Neutral Slightly Relevant Relevant
Relevant or Irrelevant
Helpful or Not Helpful
5. What is the best day climb in Tuolumne Meadows? https://goo.gl/UJYMR8
Figure 3.6: Survey Example
in [2]. Thus, user study is carried out to evaluate the retrieved results of our approach. A
survey website Surveymonkey14 is adopted to perform user study.
To conduct user study, we randomly sample 600 documents respectively from the
Reuters-RCV1, Wikipedia and Paper datasets. The documents are hierarchically seg-
mented to get text segments. Results are retrieved using different algorithms and top-5
results are kept to generate survey questions. For each query, we provide the text seg-
ment contents, the link to whole original document, top 5 results and their associated
web links. Annotators are asked to answer whether the results are relevant or not (scale
from 0 to 4) and helpful or not. Each query is answered by 5 annotators. Each annotator
should read the text segment, check the original document contents and make the judges
via opening Q&A links. We average their scores on relevancy and use majority voting
to combine choices on helpful or unhelpful. The annotators are students. Before the ex-
periments, we manually create 30 questions on relevancy and helpfulness of answers.
Students are required to achieve 70% accuracy before taking part in the annotation of
query results. Figure 3.6 shows an example of survey questions on a query.
14http://www.surveymonkey.com
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Besides, standard metrics are used to compare algorithms. We employ NDCG [16] to
measure relevancy because it is able to measure ranking performance on range relevancy
and helpful index proposed by [2] to quantize helpfulness.
In order to validate the effectiveness of our approach, QALink is compared with the
methods proposed in [2], [3] and various retrieval and ranking methods. For [2] and [3],
we implement their methods to construct concept graph and generate queries for re-
trieval. Vector space model (Vector) and BM25 are used as two baseline methods. Stan-
dard parameters are employed to implement BM25, i.e. α = 1.2 and β = 0.75. Trans-
lational modeling (TM) approach is solely using translational modeling without incorpo-
rating LSTM semantic ranking. We modify Equation (3.8) to use translational modeling
on answer terms also. LTR [54] use learning to rank to rank retrieved candidate con-
tents. Ranklib15 is used to implement the ListNet which is a representative learning to
rank model. A number of features such as BM25 score, translational modeling score,
popularity of Q&A pairs are used to train LTR. When building a dataset for ListNet,
we adopt a similar approach as we mentioned in Section 3.3.4. We split the dataset into
training and test datasets. After getting a satisfying accuracies on both training and test
dataset, we use the trained model to perform the ranking and generate survey papers.
QALink is our overall methods proposed in this paper. The results are shown in Table
3.5. For fairness, we use our dynamic programming algorithm for text segmentation in
all experiments.













Vector 0.493 0.534 0.512 0.571 0.563 0.582
BM25 0.562 0.581 0.575 0.618 0.613 0.619
TM 0.591 0.618 0.605 0.652 0.667 0.689
Image 0.601 0.620 0.610 0.712 0.754 0.731
DMI 0.610 0.615 0.627 0.758 0.775 0.749
LTR 0.625 0.659 0.654 0.792 0.783 0.763
QALink 0.661 0.702 0.688 0.837 0.839 0.813
15https://people.cs.umass.edu/vdang/ranklib.html
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As expected, all the other methods outperform baseline methods, vector space model
and BM25. After incorporating translational modeling re-ranking, the results improve
upon baseline methods. Methods in [2] and [3] are able to beat translational modeling.
Learning to rank method can significantly improve the performance. After adding an-
swer semantic information by utilizing LSTM, our method can beat others by a large
margin. We also perform two tail t-test with p = 0.05. The results demonstrate statistical
significance of our methods compared to others.
From the experiments, we can conclude that our method is able to capture contexts of
documents and achieves global relevancy compared to [2] and [3] by utilizing the hierar-
chy structures. [2] and [3] can be seen as only leaf nodes being utilized shown in Section
3.3.2. After adding answer and query semantic information, the method can rank the
results better.
3.4.6 Scalability of Our Approach
In real applications, users may ask for fast and instant response of automatically enrich-
ing new documents. Moreover, enriching documents with social media contents is quite
different from that with static web contents. Social media contents are growing rapidly
compared to traditional web contents. As a result, the algorithm must scale to meet this
requirement.
We conduct experiments to show the scalability, evaluating the increasing size of doc-
ument datasets. We randomly select five groups of sample datasets with various sizes,
respectively from the Wikipedia dataset and the Paper dataset. The detailed statistics are
shown in Table 3.6 (We eliminate the results on the Reuters-RCV1 dataset as the length
of documents is too short and the algorithms can run very fast making it incomparable
with that of other two datasets).
Table 3.6: Statistics on sample datasets
Dataset Size
Wikipedia 2000, 4000, 8000 16000, 32000
Paper 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600
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On Dynamic Programming Algorithm and Query Construction
We set the value of k = 10 and N = 30 as the default values. As the size increases, the
results on the total running time of the dynamic programming algorithm and query con-
struction are shown in Figure 3.7. Obviously, the average running time for a document
is less than 50 milliseconds. The algorithms can be scalable to process a large number of
documents each day.



















(a) On Wikipedia dataset















(b) On Paper dataset
Figure 3.7: Scalability of the DP algorithm and Query Construction





















(a) On Wikipedia dataset



















(b) On Paper dataset
Figure 3.8: Ranking vs data size
On Candidate Content Retrieval and Ranking
We use BM25 to retrieve 300 candidate contents. Then, the results are re-ranked. The
results of total time with respect to various sizes are presented in Figure 3.8. The results
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show that the running time over a document is less than 550 milliseconds on average.





In real world, the same or similar documents may be uploaded by different users to on-
line collaborative annotation systems because they are not aware of the existence of
other documents in the system. Besides, the same document may also have several edi-
tions. In online collaborative annotation website, this phenomenon brings a lot of in-
convenience. For example, consider the case when many users upload the same docu-
ment. Other users start making annotations and discussing around the documents. How-
ever, because users are using different documents, repeated discussions and inconsis-
tent contents may be generated in those documents. This phenomenon also discourages
user activeness in that users sharing similar interest are not put into the same discussion
threads.
This motivates us to think about how to bridge the information gap. When uploading
a new document, annotations from similar documents should be transferred to this new
document. This problem is related to string matching. In the coming sections, we first
formulate the problem as substring containment matching. Then, we propose a novel
indexing method to index the annotations. When uploading a new document, the index
supports efficient searching to find relevant annotations and map annotations to appro-
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priate locations in the newly uploaded document. Note that this algorithm is an exact
algorithm which can achieve recall and precision both to one.
In the next section, we first give the description of substring containment matching
and the framework of our approach. We list notations that will be used in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Notations
Notation Description
d a text document
di a segment of text document
S a string collection (annotations)
sj a string (annotation) in string collec-
tion, the subscript j is the annota-
tion ID
sj0 the first half of a string
sj1 the second half of a string
L a fixed length
|di| cardinality of a word vector
w a word
4.2 Problem Definition
Given a document d, a list of short texts sj should be retrieved from a string collection S
(annotations in this case). Because we focus on documents that share some contents (i.e.
different editions of the same document, one document is a chapter of the other ...), sj
should appear in document d. Thus, we formulate the problem as substring containment
matching.
PROBLEM 1 Substring containment matching: Given a document d, find all strings sj
in a string collection S, that sj matches any substring of d.
The string collection S is the annotation set in the annotation transfer problem. When
uploading a new document d, the matched substring in d becomes an annotation. The
annotation content is obtained from the sj in S. The naive approach to solve the problem
is to for each string sj in S, perform substring matching to find substrings of d. How-
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ever, the time complexity increases linearly with the number of strings in S. As a result,
the naive method fails to process a large scale of data.
4.3 Framework
We propose a pipeline framework to solve the problem. Figure 4.1 shows the frame-
work.
The framework consists of two parts. The first part is the annotation indexing part.
The second part is domination search of documents.
In the first part, in order to support efficient search, we build index from annotations.
The annotations are extended to a fixed length L and L has to be sufficiently large. The
reason why we extend the annotations is that if the annotation is too short, it is easily
dominated by the domination algorithm. As a result, a lot of false positives will be gen-
erated. When the lengths of annotations are sufficiently large, the chance of false match-
ing becomes very low so that we can ignore it. That is why our algorithm is an exact
match method. Next, we equally split every annotation sj into two halves sj0 and sj1
with length L/2. Then, stopwords are removed for sj0 and sj1. Finally, both halves are
indexed. The index is an inverted index structure.
Given a document, find all annotations sj in the index, that sj is a string matching
of any substring of the document. First, we also split the document d into a segment set
{di} where each di is of length L. Next, stopwords are removed for each segment di.
Then, we carry out the domination algorithm to find candidate annotations. Finally, the
annotations are verified using cosine similarity and annotations with cosine similarities
larger than a threshold are outputted.
The proposed techniques can be directly applied to annotation transfer in social read-
ing systems and educational applications. The main contributions are summarized as
follows:
• We formulate a new problem substring containment matching for annotation trans-
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Figure 4.1: Annotation Transfer Framework
fer.
• We address the problem by a domination algorithm. The domination algorithm is
able to efficiently retrieve all matching annotations.
• The algorithm is efficient and effective based on experiments.
4.4 Methodology
We first present annotation indexing in Section 4.4.1. Then, the domination algorithm is
introduced in Section 4.4.2. The verification is given in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1 Annotation Indexing
The annotations are indexed to support efficient search. We first extend all the annota-
tions to a fixed length L and L has to be sufficiently large. If an annotation is too short,
it will easily become a match by some substrings in the documents. So, given an anno-
tation sj , we extend it to length L by taking out nearby words from the document where
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the annotation is located in. If the annotation is longer than length L, we simply truncate
it to length L. It is worth noting that we keep every word complete in order to make the
extended and truncated annotations readable. As a result, the annotations are all around
length L and may not be exactly the same. Next, we split each annotation sj into two
halves sj0 and sj1 with length around L/2 and remove stopwords. Then, convert the an-
notations into a word vector. In the rest of this chapter, sjk is used to represent the text
or its corresponding word vector interchangeably. Finally, we build inverted index and
record the frequencies. An example is shown in Figure 4.2. Give two annotations, we
first split them and remove the stopwords such as ‘is’, ‘a’. Then, the four halves are in-
dexed and the inverted index records both the ID and frequency.
Figure 4.2: Index annotations
4.4.2 Domination Algorithm
Given a document d, we want to find all annotations sj in the index, that sj is an string
matching with any substring of the document. First, we also split the document d into a
segment set {di} where each di is of length around L. Unlike annotations, we would not
further split di into two halves. Then, stopwords are removed and each di in the segment
set is converted into word vector. We also use di to represent text and its word vector
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interchangeably. A domination algorithm is proposed to find candidate annotations from
index for the document. First, we give the definition of domination.
DEFINITION 2 Domination: Given two word vectors d1 and d2, we say word vector d1
dominates word vector d2 if and only if for each word w, the frequency of word in vector
d1 is larger than or equal to the frequency of word w in d2.
If one word vector d1 dominates another one d2, we know d1 is larger than d2 in each
word dimension. Given the definition of domination, we can infer that:
LEMMA 1 Given a document d, sj is a substring of d, sj is divided into two parts sj0,
sj1 of length L/2 and the document d is split into a segment set {di} where each di is of
length L, then, sj0 or sj1 must be dominated by a segment di in {di}.
By this lemma, given a new document d, substring containment matching problem is
reduced to find all annotations sj that is dominated by a di in {di}. Next, the cardinality
of a word vector is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 3 Cardinality of a word vector. Given a word vector d, its cardinality de-
noted as |d| is defined as the number of dimensions which are not zero.
Given the definition of domination and cardinality, we can easily get the following
two lemmas.
LEMMA 2 Given two word vectors d1 and d2, if in one dimension, the value of d1 is
smaller than the value of d2, d1 cannot dominate d2.
LEMMA 3 Given two word vectors d1 and d2, if the cardinality of d1 is smaller than the
cardinality of d2, d1 cannot dominate d2.
Based on the definition of domination, we propose a novel method to search for can-
didate annotations for the given document. The procedure is given in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm initializes a count table to record the number of dimensions in which
the word frequency of segment di is greater than the word frequency of annotation halve
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Algorithm 2 Domination Algorithm
Require: The annotation index, word vector set di of a document d and a count table C
Ensure: find candidate annotations for the document
1: Initialize all the positions in C as 0;
2: for every different word w in document d do
3: for every annotation halve sjk in the inverted list of w do
4: for every di contains word w do
5: if C[di][sjk]==−1 then
6: break;
7: else if |di| < |sjk| then
8: C[di][sjk]=−1;




sjk. In practice, it is implemented as a hash table. Then, for each different word appears
in document d, we pick out its inverted list and check all the annotation halves in it. If
a segment di contains this word, we update its count table value. We use Lemma 2 and
3 to prune away candidate annotations here. If it is not pruned and the word frequency
of di is greater than the word frequency of sjk, we increase the count table entry by one.
After the iteration, if the entry C[di][sjk] ≥ |sjk|, di dominates sjk. Figure 4.3 gives an
example on domination algorithm. Given a segment d1, we first preprocess and get a
shorter text. Note that annotation halve s10 is a part of d1. Then, we perform the domi-
nation algorithm and update the count table. We notice that the entry of count table for





After getting the candidate annotation halves from domination algorithm, we need to
verify them and output the corresponding annotations. As algorithm 2 shows, if the
entry C[di][sjk] ≥ |sjk|, di dominate sjk. There are three cases that need to be verified
here.
• di dominates both sj0 and sj1.
• di only dominates sj0.
• di only dominates sj1.
Algorithm 3 shows the procedures to tackle those three cases. When di dominates
both the halves, we split di into two halves di0 and di1. If di0 dominates sj0 and di1 dom-
inates sj1, we add sj to the matched list. Or if the similarity between di and sj exceeds
a threshold λ, we also think the annotation sj is matched. In the second case that di only
dominates sj0, we combine di with next segment and compute the similarity with sj . In
the last case, we also combine di with the former segment and compute the similarity
with sj .
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Algorithm 3 Verification Algorithm
Require: The count table C, a similarity threshold λ
Ensure: Add all matched annotations to list R
1: for every segment di do
2: for every annotation halve sik do
3: if C[di][sj0]≥|sj0| and C[di][sj1]≥|sj1| then
4: split di into two halves di0 and di1
5: if di0 dominates sj0 and di1 dominates sj1 then
6: R.add(sj)
7: else if SIM{di, sj} > λ then
8: R.add(sj)
9: else if C[di][sj0]≥|sj0| and i<di.length then
10: combine di and di+1 into one segment di + di+1
11: if SIM{di + di+1, sj}> λ then
12: R.add(sj)
13: else if C[di][sj1]≥|sj1| i > 1 then
14: combine di and di−1 into one segment di−1 + di
15: if SIM{di−1 + di, sj}> λ then
16: R.add(sj)
To calculate the similarity, we use cosine similarity here. In algorithm 3, after com-
bining two segments into one such as combining di and di+1, the cosine similarity is
affected because the combined text is much larger than annotations. So we first take out
a part from the combined segment and then compute the similarity.
Algorithm 4 shows how to take out a part from di. For each word w in sj , we find
its first occurrence in di and its last occurrence in di. We record the smallest first occur-
rence and largest last occurrence by variable min and max. Then, we take out the words
between min and max and calculate the cosine similarity.
4.5 Experiments
4.5.1 Datasets
Our experiment datasets can be divided into two parts. The first part contains three doc-
ument datasets which are the same as Section 3.4.1. The second part includes annotation
datasets. For each annotation, it is associated with a text that appears in original docu-
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Algorithm 4 Similarity Algorithm
Require: A segment di and an annotation sj
Ensure: calculate the cosine similarity
1: max=0, min=infinite;
2: for every word w in annotation sj do
3: if FirstPos[w]<min then
4: min=FirstPos[w]
5: if LastPos[w]>max then
6: max=LastPos[w]
7: for all word w in di do
8: if pos[w]≥min and pos[w]≤min then
9: add w to d′i
10: calculate the cosine similarity between d′i and sj
ment. It is also attached to comments made by users. To obtain those annotations, we
download annotations made by users from ivle.readpeer.com. Also, to enlarge
the annotation datasets, annotations are synthesized by randomly taking out texts from
documents. The lengths are also randomly picked.
Table 4.2: Details of document datasets
Dataset Size Avg annotations Avg annotation length
Reuters-RCV1 810K 7.2 14.9 terms
Wikipedia 5, 000K 13.5 21.6 terms
Paper 2, 198 20.1 36.2 terms





















(a) On Wikipedia dataset



















(b) On Paper dataset
Figure 4.4: Scalability of domination algorithm
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4.5.2 Comparison Algorithms
To the best of our knowledge, there is no baseline method for substring containment
matching. Note that the transfer problem can also be formulated as a information re-
trieval problem, i.e., given a document, retrieve back all relevant annotations. Thus, we
will compare domination algorithm with two information retrieval algorithms: vector
space model [47] and BM25 [43]. Documents and annotations are preprocessed as men-
tioned in this chapter. Annotations are also indexed. Given a document, it is equally split
and relevant annotations are retrieved using vector space model and BM25.
4.5.3 Efficiency Evaluation on Domination Algorithm
In order to evaluate the efficiency of domination algorithm, we extend the annotations to
length 256 characters. The annotations are indexed to support domination algorithm.
We first evaluate the increasing size of document datasets against running time. We
randomly select five groups of sample datasets with various sizes, respectively from
the Wikipedia dataset and the Paper dataset. The detailed statistics are the same and are
shown in Table 3.6.
As the size increases, the results on the total running time of the domination algo-
rithm are shown in Figure 4.4. Obviously, the average running time for a document is
less than 30 and 40 milliseconds respectively for Wikipedia dataset and Paper dataset.
Thus, the algorithms can be scalable to process a large number of documents. Due to the
simplicity of vector space model and BM25, those two algorithms can scale well. How-
ever, their effectiveness is worse than domination algorithm as shown in next section.
4.5.4 Effect of Extended Length
In order to evaluate the effect of extended length on precision, we study various lengths
and their corresponding precision and recall.
We use various lengths from 60 characters to 300 characters. The results are shown in
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Fig. 4.5. As we can see from the figure, when the length is small, domination algorithm
cannot achieve precision one because short annotations can be easily dominated. But
when the length is larger than 220 characters, the precision approaches one. Thus, 265
is a reasonable choice of extended length. For recall, domination algorithm can achieve
one in all settings. Also, vector space model and BM25 cannot get satisfying precision
and recall because they will miss annotations and retrieve back wrong annotations.


































Figure 4.5: Precision and Recall
4.5.5 Efficiency Evaluation on Indexing
We use inverted index to index all the annotations. Lucene16 is used to implement the
index. The annotations are split and preprocessed. Figure 4.6 shows the indexing time.
Due to the simplicity of indexing, the document can be indexed efficiently. Note that
vector space model, BM25 and domination algorithm use same methods for indexing.
16https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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(a) On Wikipedia dataset

















(b) On Paper dataset




In this thesis, we focused on two problem, i.e. document enrichment and annotation
transfer.
For document enrichment, we have proposed an interesting problem of enriching text
documents with Q&A contents in order to enhance people’s reading experiences. The
linked Q&A contents should be relevant and helpful for readers to understand the doc-
uments. To maintain global relevancy and capture the hierarchical properties of docu-
ments, a hierarchical text segmentation based approach has been employed. Based on
the hierarchies, we have extracted keywords using a graph based approach and hierar-
chically generated queries. BM25 has been employed to fast retrieve a candidate content
list and we have combined translational modeling and neural embedding to rerank the
result list. Experiments have shown the effectiveness of our approach. Our work opens
up a new direction on enriching documents with relevant Q&A contents. The supple-
mentary contents can help readers understand the documents and provide useful new
information about the document. In future work, we will continue to investigate how to
link documents to other social media such as Twitter and Facebook using new architec-
tures such as GPU.
For annotation transfer, we formulate the problem as substring containment match-
ing. Then, we propose a novel indexing method and a domination algorithm to support
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efficient and effective search. We use inverted index to store the annotations. Given a
document, the domination algorithm is a count based algorithm. If a document segment
dominates an annotation, this annotation is further verified by cosine similarity. In future
work, we will continue to investigate how to let the current algorithm supports approxi-
mate substring containment matching.
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